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In Food sector analytical methods play a central role

• Nowadays food safety and quality are the normal standard requested by the market 

• Infact a non conformity may lead to a crash of the market 
• The dioxin eggs scandal of 1999 cost 650 milion € to EU as contribution to sustain

the Belgium companies that collapsed after the outbreack

• So all the actors involved in the food chain supply are interested in a strict control

• Producers, resellers, consumers and control agency ask for more cost effective methods
of analysis to increase the analytical control on products.
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• The analytical problem in food science is tipically represented from:

• Low level of one or more target molecule in a very (physically and chemically) 
complex matrix

the problem can be solved with different approaches depending on:

Scope of the analysis (official analysis/QA-QC/end user)

Instrument availability

Financial budget 



Four different approaches represent the trends in food Analyitcal Sciences:

1. Classical instrumental analysis coupled with an extensive sample 
treatment

2. Spectroscopic techniques coupled with extensive data treatment and 
method calibration

3. Untargeted methods

4. Rapid method of analysis (often) based on single use devices (single 
analyte or class specific, rarely multianalyte)



1. Classical instrumental analysis coupled with an extensive sample treatment

Typically the procedure starts with an analyte extraction procedure to avoid

matrix components and minimize interferences

SPE or SPME are two amongst the most used sample preparation technique.

SPE or SPME are very convenient in terms of solvent use with respect to LLE, 

though SPE is still to expensive if a large number of samples should be 

analyzed.



A frontier in the area of sample preparation is represented by µSPE that enables

reduced solvent use

The amount of solvent can be reduced up to 100 times with

respect to a normal SPE procedure, and the system is

suitable for robotization.







This GC/MS screening solution is based on
the 667 pesticides MRM screening method
of the Agilent G9250 pesticides and
contaminants database. This file contains
the pesticides method information of more
than 1100 analytes, creating directly the
acquisition and quantification method. The
performed screening and quantification
runs included three blank samples and
matrix standard spiked samples.



FEATURES



Spectroscopic techniques coupled with extensive data treatment and method
calibration

At the end of the ‘80s beginning of the ’90s the first scientific report of FTIR approach and 

multivariate analysis applied to food samples appeared….

10 years later FOSS introduced the Winescan technology on the market:

An FTIR instrument able to rapidly determine the relevant wine analysis parameters





IR spectra acquisition

Multivariate Algorythm calculation

Displayed results

The algorythm is open to users that can implement it with their own data to improve calibration robustness

Other application from FOSS include OLIVE SCAN, MILK SCAN and other.



Untargeted methods

Using the classical, targeted approach, you must decide what you

want to know, set up the method and perform your analysis.

Targeted analysis means that you are looking for certain chemicals

only. You know how they behave (e.g., mass spectra, retention times).

The main thing is that you will not see other chemicals, which are

possibly present in the samples. A typical mass specttometric targeted

analysis method is based on selected reaction monitoring (SRM) on a

triple quadrupole instrument. In this system you would increase both

selectivity and ans sensitivity by limiting the amount of measured

data.



In contrast, a untargeted approach analyses everything, then you

decide what you want to know and extract the information from the

raw data.

Untargeted measurement uses generic sample preparation and

chromatography, combined with full-scan mass spectrometric

detection. All ions are detected during the entire chromatographic run

time and, in contrast to MS/MS, there are (in principle) no limitations to

the number of substances that can be detected.



Untargeted measurements provide an overwhelming amount of data. For 
each substance, including analytes of interest but also all matrix 
compounds, information is obtained on retention time(s), accurate mass of 
ions (m/z 50-1000), isotope patterns and/or spectra, and intensity (from 
noise to saturation). 

How do I find what I am 
looking for in all this raw 
data?

Automated search is the challenge as well as commercial and open access 
searchable libraries of spectra.



Mass spectral molecular networking enables a broad overview of the

molecular information that can be inferred from the MS/MS data. For example,

molecular networking has been used in food analysis to study Siberian

ginseng and enabled the characterization of large number of triterpene

saponins. In molecular networking, all identical MS/MS spectra are

merged giving a list of unique MS/MS spectra.



Possible outlook on untargeted approach.

Untergated methods appears very promising as the overall cost of 

access to mass spectra database will drop and the availability of 

powerfull calculator will increase. 

The cost for analytical procedure optimization will drop and will be 

moved towards instrumentation and digital data handling.

The personnel will be trained as an IT scientist (e.g bioinformatics) 

rather than as an Analytical Chemist.



Conclusions: future trends 

• Automatization/miniaturization (reduced cost/sample)

• Data management/data networking (simplification of procedures)

• Portable end-user devices (self assesment)


